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The singing lessons had been going great. I really loved singing, and I did it all 

around the house. It was kinda driving Jackson batty. So much the better. Dad 

and I were still running on the beach. Except for the Virtual World missions, that 

was the best part of the day. Turns out pandemics are way boring.  

 Today’s Cosmic Explorer team meeting is at 11:00 a.m. Eastern time. It is 

totally unfair. The East Coast kids can sleep till eleven in the morning, and I have 

to get up at 8:00 a.m. That’s like the middle of the night! 

 “Good morning,” I said to the team when I logged on to our Room call. 

“Did everyone see the latest leaderboard?”  

 “Oh, yeah, I saw it,” griped Lizzy. “Milo’s team won the top bonus hours 

award for Finding the Sources of Stardust. Top prize again—oh man!” 

 “And they are in second place,” observed Neddy. “We are now leading 

by only 0.17 hours when you figure in the bonus hours. And our trouble with 

the black hole on the last mission is going to hurt our standing even more,” she 

groaned. 

 “OK, let’s make sure we do a good job on this mission,” I commanded. “The first part of the 

mission is to make a video at our space station. We need to do a tour of the station, and each of 

the team members needs to tell a little about themselves. Lizzy, can you plan the video? 

 “Then,” I continued, “just like our last mission, we have a list of cosmic objects to find and 

photograph. Jack, can you take charge of the list? Please put them in order on your map.”  

 We discussed the items on the list. Jackson put them on the map, and we were ready to go.  

 We’ll start at 11:00 a.m. tomorrow. 
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■   ■   ■   ■   ■   ■ 
 

The following morning, we all printed copies of Jackson’s map and the list of mission stops that he 

had emailed. 

MISSION STOPS 

 Stop Twelve: Planet 

Colorado Space Station video (7 

billion years ago) 

 Stop Thirteen: The most 

distant star (9 billion years ago) 

 Stop Fourteen: A mass of 

66 billion suns (10.4 billion years 

ago) 

 Stop Fifteen: The oldest 

supernova (10.5 billion years 

ago) 

 Stop Sixteen: The most 

distant object (13.4 billion years 

ago) 

 Stop Seventeen: The 

oldest star is born (13.6 billion 

years ago) 

 Stop Eighteen: It has 

colors and charm and comes in 

6 flavors (13.8 billion years ago) 

 We started the mission. 

We logged on to the Virtual 

World and were spawned into 

the Planet Colorado Space 

Station headquarters building, 

where we had finished the 

previous mission. 

 Richie started us off with one of his dumb jokes: “Why don’t stars go to college? . . .  Because 

they already have a million degrees.” 

 Everyone groaned. 

 Since we were on Planet Colorado, I thought it would be appropriate to start us off with my 

rendition of “Rocky Mountain High.”  
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 “I've seen it rainin’ fire in the sky.” I sang softly and finished loudly with, “Rocky mountain 

high (Colorado).”  

 “OK, team,” my brother interrupted, “we are wasting screen time. We need to get started 

with stop Twelve. That means doing interviews about ourselves and giving a tour of our space 

station. As we tour, we need to explain the station’s parts and how we built it. Why don’t you girls 

do the tour outside of the headquarters? Richie and I will do the tour inside.” 

 “I’m a little worried about those noises that I heard outside when we finished the last 

mission,” admitted Neddy. “But I don’t hear them anymore, so I guess I am OK with going outside.”  

 “Why?” Richie asked, blanching a little. “What do you think it was?” 

 “I don’t know,” Neddy replied. “I guess it could be just about anything. Remember, this is a 

strange planet. We don’t know what’s out there.” 

 So, on that scary note, out we went and started our tour. We were screen capturing our 

scenes to make the required video. I explained how we found the planet, and Lizzy explained the 

green slime. Neddy explained how we got water from comets and how we planted seeds.  

 We were walking ahead of Neddy, who stopped to look at something. “Hey guys,” she called, 

“look across the river at the . . .” 

  But before she could finish, we knew exactly what it was, and we were already running. An 

oversized grasshopper had charged us from the woods. The three of us passed Neddy, who was 

still staring across the river.  

 “Neddy,” screamed Lizzy, “stop staring into space and run for your life! We gotta get back 

to headquarters before we get eaten by bugs.” 

 We made it to headquarters with the green monster hot on our heels. We went inside and 

slammed the door. I was bent over trying to catch my breath like the other kids. Jackson and Richie 

came over and looked out the windows. The room darkened as the headquarters became 

surrounded by a bunch of humongous insects all sticking to the windows. 
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 “They smell our fear,” whispered Richie. “Where did they come from?” 

 “They must have evolved out of something in the seeds or the green slime that we brought,” 

offered VC. 

 “It may be the low gravity and the high concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere that let 

them get so big,” suggested Jackson.  

“They Also don’t have any predators,” Neddy added. 

 The giant insects surrounding us were increasing in number. Some were even climbing on 

the roof of the headquarters. They were poking at the glass, trying to break in. My guess is that they 

were thinking of a tasty meal.  

 “I hear glass breaking,” screamed Neddy. “It’s time to get outta here.” 

 Everyone agreed, and we all teleported to the Cosmic Egg, which was hovering overhead. 

 We looked back down on what we had created. We were in a state of shock. All of Planet 

Colorado was covered in giant insects.  

 “Brilliant idea, Richie,” I teased. 

 “Come on, you guys,” said Neddy. “This was not Richie’s fault. And remember, the idea did 

get us the $25,000 first prize.” 

 “You’re right, Neddy,” agreed Jackson. “How do we fix this?” 
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 “You guys,” said Lizzy, who looked white as a sheet, probably because she’d been chased by 

a giant insect during the previous competition, and she was having a little bit of PTSD, “we are not 

going to be defeated by a bunch of bugs.” 

“What should we do?” asked Richie. 

“Let’s go back in time,” Lizzy responded, “and plant citronella grass, chrysanthemums, and 

chamomile all around the station. That’s what Grandma plants in her garden as natural bug 

repellents.” 

“Great idea,” said Neddy.  

“We have to be quick,” Jack reminded us. “Time is everything.” 

Neddy found that we could buy the plants and have them shipped to us. It took half of our 

gold currency but only five precious minutes. Then, since we only had to go back in time fifteen 

years to get a lush growth from our perennial plants, that was not even a whole second. It took ten 

minutes to scatter all of the seeds while piloting the Cosmic Egg around the station. Then we went 

back to the original time to see how we did. Sure enough, the plants had grown in thickly and lushly 

around the station. There were no bugs nearby on the ground. A few flying creatures were overhead, 

but none flew down to the station. Our problem solving had worked!  

We high fived. 

“Now let’s go down to headquarters,” said Jackson, “and finish the videos. Then let’s get on 

to stop Thirteen to find an object that is 66 billion times larger than our sun.” 

 We finished the videos, returned to the Cosmic Egg, and reduced our size for efficient time 

travel. Then it was on to Stop Thirteen, 9 billion years ago.  

 Jackson advised, “We are looking for the farthest star ever seen from Earth. Helen told me 

what to look for and where to find it. It was seen more than halfway across the universe using NASA’s 

Hubble Space Telescope. It is an enormous blue star nicknamed Icarus.” 

 We had to use our Hyper-Speed Booster to make the long trip across the universe. We found 

what we were looking for and photographed it for our report. 

 Our next destination was 10.4 billion years ago for stop Fourteen. Helen said we were looking 

for a quasar called TON 618. “It shines 140 trillion times brighter than our sun. It’s the quasar’s 

massive black hole that is 66 billion times bigger than our sun. It’s the largest known object in the 

universe.” 

 “Wow,” exclaimed Neddy, “we think of our sun as something huge. Imagine an object that 

is 66 billion times bigger. Wow!” 

 Shining as brightly as it does, it was not hard to find. We traveled to it and photographed it 

for our mission report. 

 A short hop in time brought us to stop Fifteen at 10.5 billion years ago. It was the oldest 

supernova that had ever been observed. We moved slowly back through time to look for a bright 
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star-like object that would suddenly appear. It would look very bright, and then it would dim back 

down to normal star brightness. In 10 minutes of screen time, we found it and photographed it. 

 We also measured the distance between Andromeda and the Milky Way. It was just 75% of 

its value in the present time.  Professor Lemaître was going to be thrilled. 

 Stop Sixteen was the most distant object ever seen. It was a galaxy 32 billion light years away. 

We could see it from Earth as it existed 13.4 billion years ago. Its designation was GN-z11. 

 “Hey,” said Jackson, “think about this. On present-day Earth, the light we see coming from 

GN-z11 started traveling toward us over thirteen billion years ago.” 

 At 13.4 billion years ago, we space traveled farther and farther away from our Milky Way. 

Even with the location in the universe that Helen had given us, it took us over half an hour of screen 

time to find the distant galaxy.  

 “I think this must be it,” Jackson declared when we couldn’t see any galaxies farther away. 

“Let’s get a photo for our report.” 

 For stop Seventeen, we traveled back to 13.6 billion years ago. That was just 200 million years 

after the Big Bang. We were looking for the oldest star that had been seen from Earth. It had the 

designation HD 140283, but astronomers called it Methuselah after the Bible figure who was said to 

have lived to be 969 years old. In the present time, the star was 190 light years away, so it is in the 

Milky Way. Helen gave us the location, and we found a star that we thought must be it. 

 “For stop Eighteen,” said Jackson, “we are looking for something that has colors and charm 

and comes in six flavors. Does anyone know what that is?” 

 “That must be me,” offered Neddy. “I have lots of charm, and I wear lots of different colors.”  

 “Brilliant,” Lizzy said sarcastically. 

 “I know,” answered Johari. “They are Quarks. I guess living with Jackson is good for 

something.” 

 “Yes,” responded Jackson. “They are the building blocks that make protons and neutrons. To 

see quarks, we need to go all the way back to the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago. We need to go to 

just one second after the Big Bang, before the quarks got assembled into protons and neutrons. 

 “Lizzy,” he called, “please change the size of the Cosmic Egg to quark size so we can see 

them. “Quarks are really, really small. They’re like 10 million billion times smaller than a sand grain.” 

 We changed our size and traveled back in time to one second after the Big Bang. We could 

see the little, tiny quarks flying all around outside our window. Actually, what we saw was just the 

Virtual World representation of the quarks to indicate their different kinds, such as up and down, 

and different colors. VC and Lizzy went up on the Cosmic Egg work deck to see them. VC even tried 

to capture some with the grab tool. That was good practice for the final mission, which was to build 

the first atoms starting from quarks and electrons. I took a screenshot for our mission report. 
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Scene from the science video “Building the First Atoms in the Universe” 

STARDUST MYSTERY YouTube Channel 
 

 The trouble at Planet Colorado had cost us lots of screen time. The total for this mission 

was three hours and fifteen minutes. 
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GRANDPA’S GLOSSARY 
Virtual World: Virtual worlds, also known as virtual environments, use computer technology to create 

a simulated world that a user can explore and interact with, while creating a feeling as if he or she 

were in that world. The representation of the user in that world is called an avatar. The user can even 

wear goggles to make it appear that he or she is surrounded by the 3-D virtual world. That is called 

virtual reality. 
 

Quasars: Quasars, or quasi-stellar objects, are extreme radio sources emitting the energy of an entire 

galaxy or more. The power for quasars appear to come from their super-massive black holes. 
 

The Big Bang: More than 2,000 years ago, humans looked at all the things in the sky and decided 

that the universe consisted of the Earth at the center with the sun, moon, and stars all revolving 

around it. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Copernicus and then Kepler and Galileo said that 

the universe has the sun as the center, and everything revolves around the sun. Then, in the 

nineteenth century, the picture changed to the sun and planets revolving around the center of the 

Milky Way galaxy. In the early twentieth century, the work of Henrietta Leavitt and Edwin Hubble 

showed that the Milky Way galaxy was only a small part of the universe, which has billions more 

galaxies like the Milky Way. What’s more, Hubble’s measurements, and the predictions of Alexander 

Friedmann and Georges Lemaître showed that the universe is expanding, with the most-distant stars 

moving away from us the fastest.  

 Based on the Theory of Relativity, Lemaître made a bold prediction. He reasoned that if you 

follow the universe back in time, it gets smaller. The further back in time you look, the smaller it has 

to be. So, if the evolution of the universe were a movie showing its expansion, and you played it 

backward, it would be contracting. The contraction of the universe would put it in one tiny, super-

dense point about 14 billion years ago. Lemaître pictured the expansion of the universe from that 

point as the hatching of “the Cosmic Egg exploding at the moment of the creation.” Other scientists 

call this the Big Bang theory. Lemaître gave lectures explaining his theory, including at Princeton 

University, where Albert Einstein was in attendance. It was reported that Einstein said, “This is the 

most beautiful and satisfactory explanation of creation to which I have ever listened.”  

 How do we know that the Big Bang theory is correct? Well, scientists can calculate what 

occurred as the universe expanded from that first point. They can make predictions about the 

concentrations of elements in the universe and about the leftover radiation from the earliest times, 

which can still be seen as the cosmic microwave background. They can predict the size of stars, 

galaxies, and galaxy clusters, and the rate of the universe’s expansion. Compared with these 

observations, the Big Bang theory is very accurate. 
 

Supernova Star Explosion: Stars are bright because they are very hot due to nuclear fusion, in which 

hydrogen combines to form helium. After billions of years, all of the hydrogen is consumed, and the 

star starts to cool and collapse toward the center. In big stars, the collapse leads to an explosion 

called a supernova, in which huge amounts of light and material are released. Supernovas are bright 

enough to be seen on Earth with the naked eye and can last for up to two years.  
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Quarks: Scientists discovered that besides the well-known building components for atoms (protons, 

neutrons, and electrons), there are over 200 other fundamental particles (photons, W bosons, Z 

bosons, gluons, Higgs bosons, gravitons, muons, and neutrinos). In 1969, Murray Gell-Mann and 

George Zweig independently proposed that just as atoms are composed of smaller particles, most 

elementary particles were actually composed of a smaller set of particles too. These are called 

quarks. There are six types, or flavors, of quarks: up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top. Protons 

are made of two up quarks and one down quark. Neutrons are made of two down quarks and one 

up quark. 
 

Andromeda Galaxy: Andromeda is the nearest neighboring galaxy to our Milky Way galaxy.  It is 

approximately 2.5 million light years from Earth. Andromeda is a spiral galaxy (like the Milky Way) 

consisting of about 1 trillion stars. The Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies are expected to collide 

in around 4.5 billion years. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murray_Gell-Mann
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Zweig
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Up_quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Down_quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strange_quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charm_quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bottom_quark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Top_quark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andromeda%E2%80%93Milky_Way_collision

